
AMBIENT JAM COLLECTIVE
What to expect





What is Ambient Jam CollecAve? 
A team of creaAve people.  Disabled and non disabled. People with PMLD, People learning difficulAes who 
meet twice weekly.  

Over 30 years developing creaAve relaAonships built on trust and care.  Looking for new ways to communicate 
and connect.  Challenging the idea of care, who is cared for, because we believe it goes both ways. 

The collecAve is extended and shaped by the many individuals and groups that they work with across a broad 
range of sePng in south London- older people, young families, young people with disabiliAes, schools. care 
homes. Community groups etc. 

 



Disability Led . 

It is an improvisaAon that allows people who are non verbal to make choices in the moment. To direct and 
lead.  A relaxed performance that allows you to come and go, take breaks when you need them, take part-  
watch or be watched  

To bring your own energy and respond with integrity according to your insAncts in the moment. 

The importance of Public Facing   

Access to public life for people with PMLD 

Art and AcAvism 

SiPng or lying in a space open to the public.  

In opposiAon to the expectaAon of content or producAvity.  



 

Within the improvisaAon there is….  

Art 
Exploring the role that creaAvity can play in the process of recovery and repair? 

loose parts  
sculpture, materials and painAng that can be moved, touched and used as a tool or guide 

 



For humour and lightness 

 

Drama and Costume. Characters and story telling 

 

Rethinking/ redesigning spaces to make them more comfortable and accessible 



 

Sound 

Listening to and Drawing out EmoAonal responses 

CreaAng a Non verbal frame for embodyment listening 

Using bodies and objects to Respond with sound 



 

a search for connecAon and a place to be alone with people 

 



a space to perform, follow intuiAon 

 

a space to play.  Who is allowed to play? Failure and the problemaAc in play? 

 



a place to have a laugh 

 

A space for 

Difficulty and discomfort 
SiPng with our collecAve feelings of anger, boredom, exhausAon, social anxiety, fear.  Allowing 
them to be present, acknowledging them, holding them and making them a part of the work. 

to begin the process of radical change  

A place for shared learning-  

asking quesAons of the inherent hierarchies within public facing insAtuAons and the value placed on individual 
arAsts showing internaAonally over community based collecAves 

 how spaces can be more accessible for a local public.? 




